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Arrays in Python give you a great amount of flexibility to store, organize, and access data. This is very important, not least because of Python's popularity in use in data science. But what exactly is a series? How do you use arrays in Python? Also read: How to use PythonRead dictionaries, and we will shed some light on the topic. What's the show? An array is a way to store
multiple values in a single variable. This means that you can use a single reference to access your data. The list is also an example of a variable that stores multiple values, but has some small differences. When you use lists in Python, you store a set of values, each of which is numbered. For example, this is how you create a list of fruits in Python: fruits = [apple, orange, pear,
nectarine]If later:print(fruits[3])You see that nectarines appear on the screen (the first entry is stored as 0). Read also: PythonThis is how to use lists, but not a series. This is because an index is a data structure that uses an index or key to store each value. A list can only be written on a paper, while an index must be written as a table with at least two columns. Here, the item on
the left is used to identify the entry on the right. Likewise, if we add a new entry at the top of a list, each subsequent location will change; this is not the case when using a series. Its unique structure also allows us to provide more information using a set. We can use a variable type called a dictionary to create an array in Python. This is an adapter array that means it is made of
value/key pairs. This looks like it: fruit = {apple: 4, pear: 6, lemon: 3, nectarines: 8} prints(You have , fruit [apple], apple.) This series allows us to store some of the fruit for each category, something that we can not achieve only with a list in its own right. When we print fruits [apples], we write down how we can effectively create sequences in python, the value we store in these
closing comments. However, there are other options for arrays. One example is to create a CSV file that you can learn to do in our quick guide. If you want to know more about Python in data science, see the Full Python Data Science Pack. This novice professional picks you up when it comes to processing data using Python, only so it would be a skill in great demand right now!
The package is actually a 12 course package worth $1152.98, but you can get everything for just $37 as an Android Authority ready - if you move fast! You can find more courses like this on our list. Or why not continue your training here with our comprehensive introductory guide to python programming? APY is an acronym and means an annual percentage yield. Measures the
amount of interest paid on banking deposits, such as savings accounts and deposit certificates. For a full year. The metric provides a more accurate depiction of revenue potential in interest-only accounts that accrue interest in daily, monthly, or quarterly compound periods. While understanding APY is important for simple financial literacy, it can actually have significant
consequences when people start making important financial decisions about allocating savings. To provide a better understanding of APY, you will cover it in this article: What Does APY Mean? APY is a popular metric that allows deposit account holders to accurately understand the amount of interest income generated through their accounts. Applies only if the composite periods
in the account are less than one year; monthly and quarterly periods are both common. Each month, the interest paid in the previous period is added to the account, and the interest will result in a compound effect of these new funds. This can significantly increase the income potential of simple interest rates. Check Out: What is a Retirement Plan and How Does It Really Work?
How is APY Calculated in a row? APY includes both the interest rate and the impact of compound interest. The following steps are taken to calculate APY: Step 1: The simple annual interest rate is divided by the number of compound periods each year. Step 2: The resulting number is added to one. Step 3: The number is increased to the strength of the number of compound
periods. Step 4: One later, the APY is removed from the number to provide it. This follows the equation: APY = (1 + (number of compound times ÷ periodic rate)) ^ (number of periods within a year) – 1 The number of compound periods is typically used for some accounts, such as once a month, daily and quarterly periods, such as deposit certificates. For example, consider a
savings account that pays an interest rate of 1.20% with interest paid monthly. Each month, this account will pay 0.10% interest on the balance and new funds will merge. The resulting APY will be 1.21%, slightly higher than the simple interest rate on the account. An account interest rate of $50,000 at the above rate will grow to $50,600 if applied only once a year, but the same
amount will grow by $50,603 if the compound period is monthly. In low rates or low account balances, short-term discrepancies between APY and annual interest can be modest. But these differences are significant with much higher account balances, higher rates or longer periods of time. More on Savings Accounts: The upper Distinguish between High-Efficiency Profits Back
APY and APR APY can be confused with the annual percentage rate, but the two metrics are easily distinguished by various factors. APR is a much more frequently sought-after term and a measurement that consumers are more familiar with. APR is a measure of the total cost of debt, expressed as an annual percentage. Calculation of interest, as well as fees, closing costs and
other Goes. This figure is explained by lenders to help borrowers understand the true costs of using a debt vehicle. APR is so important in debt analysis that the government wants institutions that stipulate that lenders should explain APR when rates are announced. APY is also a representation of interest. It is explained by financial institutions to deposit account holders so that
account holders can understand the interest an account will accrue. From a consumer's point of view, this apr is the virtual opposite, such as metering cash ins and outs instead of these outs. Learn More: Why Is APY Important to Top Credit Card Rates? Capital allocation can contain frightening and confusing decisions for most people, but it is an important part of any financial
plan, especially as savings begin to accumulate later. It is important to weigh risk, volatility, rate of return and opportunity cost when directing funds to a financial product. APY is essential when evaluating the rate of return and opportunity cost of allocating to one savings account or CD by another vehicle. Pensioners living off the income generated by interest on accumulated
assets need to understand how much cash flow a deposit account can create to meet their basic needs and lifestyles. If APY is considered inadequate to cover these costs, an alternative option should be considered. You may want to take money from a borrowed deposit account, but it may not be the most prudent decision if someone carrying debt exceeds the APY loan interest
rate in this account. The APY calculation will make even more sense in this case if the interest rate on the loan was to fall between APR and APY. Return to base from GoBankingRatesThis article has been updated with additional reports since it was originally published. Twitter has recently caused an online alarm by is is sounding a warning that the Twitter API will be by bringing
stricter rules about how it is used. We asked our panel of experts for their opinions. Brendan Dawes Designerbrendandawes.com I really don't have a problem with twitter controlling the much tighter user experience - a consistent user experience is important. A small problem is that iOS apps like Tweetbot are currently a much better user experience than the official Twitter app.
You can put the same level of craft and love into the whole outlet as Twitter clearly does in other areas (such as the website) then it would be great. Even if the choice of iOS apps right now means I can choose someone who feels good to me. Brendan is a leading digital artist and designer Mark Kirby director Hatchthisishatch.co.uk if it's to boost profits by tightening the hold on
Twitter's motivational data, I say the problem. The first task is to investors, and personally I believe that we have sufficient refunds for our content that provides free service to users. Because the fully open API once seemed like a good idea, it's not It's always like that. As for the negative effects, I suspect that the majority of users will not even notice whether the API is on or off, let
alone a little more restrictive. Mark HatchChris Coyier Web designerchriscoyier.net honestly I don't really care. I use the official Twitter app on my iPhone. I use the official Twitter app on my Mac. Sometimes I use the official Twitter website. Since these things exist, no third-party app is stuck with me, although I have tried many. So this feeling is not right for me alone on Twitter to
'do' third-party apps. Twitter is a big company and I think I need to make a bunch of money no matter what and stay a big product. Some way he's never done better or worse over the years. That's the great one. Just when you hear me cry foul, Twitter starts jamming ads between each tweet or really disrupting the experience in a direct way. Chris WufooJonathan smiley is a web
designer Designerwww.zurb.com put forward twitter ideas that certainly come across as wanting to be another Facebook, but my concern is the callous way that developers behave. This is something to talk about great new opportunities for developers, but it is the last opportunity provided that Twitter has killed appropriately as soon as possible. He has no record of showing that
there is a reliable platform to build on, they are lying down to developers to do so. Jonathan zurbJeffrey Zeldman Founder Happycoghappycog.com lead a design to realize his ad-supported revenue-driving strategy, twitter is in an ugly position of squeezing out very developers - small companies behind apps like Twitterific and Tweetbot - who showed what Twitter might be. These
small companies and their products made us fall in love with Twitter when it was previously indifferent or unaware. A Twitter-API-powered ecosystem could be the next internet super power, as Dalton Caldwell pointed out his much-read post, what could have been Twitter. And now that's not going to happen. So I feel sorry for my third-party developer friends, I feel sorry for these
founding employees on Twitter who believe in the API and are compressed (or left a huff) and I feel sorry for us as users, because the Twitter experience will be less naïve, because it is less and more commercial. Jeffrey Happy CogRachel Shillcock Freelance website designerwww.rachil.li twitter is because of how open the founder is. Facebook's iPhone app is known to be a
mess, unreliable and slow a bit. It's refreshing for companies like Tapbots to work on beautiful apps like Tweetbot to give you such seamless integration and engagement with a social network. If Twitter continues far away from shutting down and limiting the API, creating great apps and websites that work with Twitter works at the risk of supporting both users and developers.
Personally, I think best Twitter may continue to keep its API on - we learn as being able to interact and improve for the services we use in our lives, and if this is taken then one less thing for us, and future developers, to learn. Rachel is a freelance web designerrob Manuel B3ta guyb3ta.com the balance between UGC websites and users who are sources of game content and
business interests who want to exploit users. If you upset users too much, you won't have any users left to take advantage of – if you don't use them enough, you won't have enough money to run the website. Gatekeeper is the key to access the user's data. There's going to be a lot of people paying for access to maximize revenue. However, this limits the amount of applications to
be built as pay-to-play obviously keeps away from the interesting hobby. Twitter is growing but perhaps you're not going like the stained teenager it will be - not mind just when the beautiful hippie like nerdy young William Hague at the Tory party conference in 1977 who would borrow his prog rock LP and pour 'tea' all over them. Rob B3taMargaret Manning co-
CEOwww.readingroom.com developers are unnerved with Twitter's announcement that their API changes will be understandable. Many people intensively make a good life of developing services connected to Twitter's API, and an overhaul of API guidelines can have a huge impact on some of these people. The announcement could certainly have been handled better, I just didn't
see it coming too nef. Twitter needs to start making some serious money on its advertising platform, and to do that, you need to start squeezing so many APIs. This will inevitably lead to third-party apps changing the way they work, but the jump of the gun to say that the Twitter API is dead is mentioned. What we will see instead is more guidelines that mean Twitter has more
control over how third parties use and view data. In the long run, it is in Twitter's best interest to have a network of quality third-party apps that make the service more valuable, and if it means the death of 'enhancements' such as viewing linkedin tweets, I don't think the vast majority of users will complain. Margaret Reading RoomAnna Dahlstrom Freelance UX CEO
designerwww.annadahlstrom.com Given how many businesses and products have spread around Twitter's API and how many users are using this as their primary way to consume tweets, it's understandable what a rather vague announcement posted on Twitter will make people nervous. However, Twitter is a business and justified the need for increased consistency and control,
but I trust that it will not be doing anything to jeopardize its presence and the support of many major services developed. Or that he would take such a radical change and start communicating. I hope what announcement is actually. are increased opportunities for better Twitter products across the board for average developers and users. Anna is a freelance user experience
designer Paul Lloyd Designerclearleft.com twitter is good within decision-making rights in how its API can be used, but it doesn't help why the publication is instead of applying strict rules instead of passive aggressive blog posts. Nevertheless, the prognosis for the ecosystem that grew around the service does not look good. A broader look seems to backfire on twitter's business-
scale decision before it's working as hard as it can make money. Everything that makes Twitter great is the opposite of what it takes to build an ad-supported business. I always felt that the idea behind Twitter would be more successful in the longer term if it was designed like a protocol rather than a product. Taking the course it does, Twitter seems deseed to become another
service on the web that ultimately disappears into limbo. Twitter could have been the new email. Instead, the next Myspace.Paul clearleftSuw Charman-Anderson Social software consultant is likely to become a visual designer, and over the years has turned its back on obvious revenue streams such as writercharman-anderson.com, Twitter premium accounts, unified media
hosting or paid apps. Multi-user accounts failed to serve business users by gaining access to their archive through detailed analytics or search. (The search currently goes back only a week.) Instead of relying on a mass market advertising game, and locking down aspects of the API to this job. As usual, Twitter fails to communicate exactly what is happening to the developer
community and why, leaving developers with third-party apps with an uneasy sense of mortality of their app. Over the past few years, Twitter has made many threats, veiled or otherwise, about how API T&amp;C's should be interpreted. While Twitter's own website and apps suck, an ugly leaf has been removed from Apple's book, which demands that third-party apps not copy
existing Twitter functionality. And it continues to use threatening language around 'practice' and 'stricter rules'. Unfortunately, it's not clear exactly what Twitter means, which makes it hard for developers to know if Twitter is wasting time on an app that's just going to hack. This is a mistake by Twitter: social networks are fragile. If Twitter starts killing off the ecosystem too much it has
done successfully, people - not only developers but users too - can and will go elsewhere. He would rather have Twitter go back to its open API roots and develop really useful tools for businesses and premium users than continue on this flawed path. It's not a smart move to rely on advertising in the midst of one of the greatest recessions in recent history. Suw is a social software
consultant and author Nathan Smith UX designersonspring.com I'm really in a position to twitter He's doing something 'right' or 'wrong'. But I'd say you did something business-savvy. Yes, developers enjoyed relatively unlimited early access to Twitter's API, and grew accustomed to it. However, anyone building on top of any third-party API with a sense of authority is being
incredibly self-indred. Twitter is free to do whatever its API wants, so developers should ask themselves why developers build a business model on something spiritual like someone else's data in the first place. So, I think the Twitter developer is sacrificing a bit of goodwill, as evidenced by being the subject of discussion in these geekier circles. But that's all: for the end user who
doesn't, who most likely uses a first-party Twitter app, accessing the API these changes are completely transparent. For better or worse, Twitter is now 'mainstream' - the most start-up destination, no? Now Twitter wants to implement a home word, better brand. Some people think this will cause a mass exodus of developers from the Twitter ecosystem. But in reality, where do they
have to go? Facebook is even more locked in with its API. I see the evolution of Twitter not as a critical error in judgment as a critical mistake, but as a necessary evil. Metaphorically, one of the first things Steve Jobs did when he took over as head of Apple was eliminate copycats and make Apple the only hardware vendor to experience its software. I see a little bit of that in
twitter's movement here. Get this a good move ... We'll see about that. Nathan created 960 Grid System
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